
     
             

NEO’s Ultra thin design by Internationally renowned design firm, easily 
complements today’s modern guestroom. Its small footprint makes 
managing the desk space easy. The optional high powered mobile device 
charger provides guests with convenient fast USB Charging and the 
patented MCC (Multi Connector Charging) allows your guest to charge 
multiple devices without using their own cables. 

NEO IP Series

Portrait format

Landscape format



Dimensions 
　   　
* Upright model : 193×110×101(mm)  　
* Coiled line: 2.0m 
* Straight line: 2.7m 　   
* Approvals: ISO9001, RoHS, ETL, CCC, 
  CE, FCC Part 15 & Part 68 　
* Weight: 0.8kg 　   
* Package (set/carton): 12Sets/Carton 

USB CHARGE
— Charing for mobile devices.Main Features

* Comply with SIP protocols
* Support Power Adaptor or Network Power 
  POE(802.3af)
* DHCP support for automatic allocation IP addresses  
   and other parameters
* Support RFC2833, SIP INF and other DTMF 
   transmission mode
* Support upgrade through HTFP/TFTP protocol
* Support DHCP and Static IP address protocol for 
   getting IP address
* VAD (Voice Activity Detection) ,CNG (Comfort 
   NoiseGeneration)
* DTMF Transmission: Inband audio; RFC2833; SIP 
   INFO
* Full length faceplate for hotel’s logo and dial 
   instructions
* Up to 10 programmable service buttons
* Compatible with all major hotel PBX message waiting 
   formats
* Redials the last number dialed and dialed number 
   disappear within 5 minutes for guest’s privacy
* Desk or wall mountable
* MUTE, HOLD, FLASH, REDIAL
* VOL+ and VOL-
* HAC feature
* RoHS, FCC approval

iPod USB Connector
— Charging for Apple Devices

Charging Features Optional

MFC multi-function cable (Optional)

Special Features:

* Small, Sleek, Versatile and Surprisingly Functional
* High performance Speakerphone on base
* Two high powered USB charge ports (optional)
* Patented Multi Function Cable provides Apple   
   Lighting Connector, Apple Legacy 30 pin   
   Connector, Micro USB Connectors for any 
   Android, Blackberry, etc (optional)
* ProGard Keyboard; Our unique internal 
   keyboard design provides  greater reliability 
   than conventional designs
* Redials the last number dialed. Dialed number 
  disappears within 5 minutes for guest privacy
* Guest service buttons can be programmed 
   manually or using Bittel’s “Cloning” 
   technology.
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For more information and to view our extensive
range of hotel telephones please visit our website.


